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	Title: Impact of off- pump coronary artery bypass versus on- pump coronary artery bypass techniques on patient reported outcomes among individuals diagnosed with coronary artery disease (CAD) undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) surgery; an umbrella review protocol
	JBI Centre: Kalam Institute of Health technology, Visakhapatnam
	Reviewer Name: Greeshma Gopalan
	Email address of the Primary Reviewer: greeshma.gopalan@kiht.in
	Question: What is the impact of off- pump coronary artery bypass technique compared to that of on- pump coronary artery bypass technique, on patient reported outcomes, among patients with coronary artery disease undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting?
	Population: Individuals (not limited to any specific age group) diagnosed with coronary artery disease (CAD), who underwent coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) surgery (regardless of emergency or elective) with off pump surgical technique that does not use cardio pulmonary bypass machine (CPB) or those with on pump surgical technique that uses cardiopulmonary bypass machine.
	Intervention Type: [Intervention (quantitative - effectiveness)]
	Intervention Description: The intervention under our consideration is the off pump surgical technique that does not use cardiopulmonary bypass machine for performing CABG surgery. A particular portion of the heart is stabilized using a vacuum stabilizer and positioning devices, and the surgeon bypasses the narrowed or diseased coronary artery in a highly controlled surgery environment, wherein the rest of the heart functions by pumping and circulating the blood throughout the body.
	Comparator Types: [Comparator (quantitative - effectiveness)]
	Comparator Descripton: The off pump surgical technique will be compared to the conventional CABG method that is the on- pump surgical technique where in the surgeon performs the surgery with the assistance of a circulatory support system using heart lung machine (HLM) or the cardiopulmonary bypass machine. The heart lung machine or CPB is an artificial circulation set up that does the same work of the heart and lungs. The heart lung machine facilitates the surgeon to perform the surgery on a surface that is blood free and still.
	Outcome Type: [Outcome (quantitative)]
	Outcome Description: The study majorly focuses on the following outcomes

(a) Short term mortality (≤ 30 days post- surgery)

(b) Renal complications/ injury (acute kidney injury, renal failure and other renal complications)

(c) Cerebrovascular complications/ accidents (stroke and other cerebrovascular accidents)

(d) Atrial Fibrillation (AF)

(e) Myocardial Infarction (MI)



